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Abstract 
We present a new technique about to measurement distance between vehicles to vehicles. The camera in front of 
vehicle can be capture to images the next vehicles. We have the picture process by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). 
The systems can check the position of the plate car with the properties[1] of the picture. The systems can be 
compared with data stored in the database as reference again. When we know the distance of between vehicles to 
vehicles and we control the distance of break security system. 
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1. Introduction 
System overview 
Currently, Car plays more important role in daily life because it is a part of method to reach each 
person’s destination nowadays. As a result, the amount of cars driving on everyday road is increasing 
with the higher risk of accident.  With this concern, the researcher propose the prevention of such 
accident by using image processing in order to  measure the distance between vehicles to vehicles by 
plate car. When two cars are driving so close to each other with high risk of crashing then this prevention 
shall make the drives recognize immediately.
Figure 1 is proposed to measure the distance between the car with the car. It will take a picture of the 
car in front. To get the original image. And the original image onto the image. To find the location of the 
License Plate. Send to compare the data in the database to obtain the correct distance.
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Fig. 1. Illustrate plate car locating by using image processing 
2. Theory and Background 
Image Processing Algorithm 
 
Digital Image Processing is using computer algorithm to process image on digital image related to 
image processing on calculation and color management in pixel or model of color. The color is 
changeable for the benefit of operation, for example, RGB benefits for human’s visibility while CMYK is 
the real color used in computer. 
 
Dilation and Erosion 

Dilation [2] is the method to expand the structure of image to be larger. The aspect of expanded image 
will depend on structuring element scanned on image as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Sample of Dilation 
 
Dilation is represented by B A with the following equation:A} A] ) Bˆ A B = {z | [( z Ҷ ŀ ҧ by 
  A   represents image for dilation 
 B   represents structuring element 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Erosion 
 
Erosion [2] is opposite to Dilation – it is the method to decrease the size of image’s structure. The 
aspect of reduced image will depend on structuring element scanned on image as shown in Fig. 3. 
Erosion is represented by A ҧ B with the following equation: A B = {z | [( B ) A} z ș ҧ by 
 A  represents image for erosion 
 B  represents structuring element 
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Opening and Closing 
 
Opening [2] is the method to make the surface of material curve or flat by cutting or removing 
bottleneck and extended area. The method is bring the image open through the process of erosion then 
bring the outcome through dilation. 

Segmentation 
  
Generally, segmentation is analysis or interpretation. Segmentation image is distinct region that is 
related to others in image. Moreover, it is also the method to combine pixels with the same qualities. 
Segmentation will link among low-level image processing related to management and analysis of pixels 
grouping specifically on or interested field. We will find some techniques of segmentation in some 
application programs related to detection, recognition and measurement of object in the image or 
detecting license plate and recognition 
Segmentation is deemed to be the hardest responsibilities necessary for image analysis. To complete 
the process, the segmentation has to be completed. Segmentation is divided into 2 types including: 
1. Similarity properties used for combining pixel into the same group.  
2. Discontinuity of pixel used for separating pixel out of our interested object from the background. 
Thresholding 
 
It is the technique used in several different image processing. Thresholding is the method of changing 
that stores many different values to be a new database with only 2 values, namely, determining pixel with 
lower value thanThreshold as one value and pixel with lower value than Threshold as another value or 
black and white (1, 0) The image that is processed through this process will be Binary Image and Image 
Threshold is deemed to be one kind of segmentation. 
 
Edge Detection 
Edge [6] typically might be the border of area; however, its definition here means the change in gray 
level when measuring. 
 
 
3. Result and Discussion 
Programming
 
The process of programming will receive the image from the camera mounted in front of the car then 
send such image to the program for transforming such image into grayscale[11] or being in the status. [0, 
1] This will indicate the position of plate. However, some received images might have no plate because 
the image record will be taken every 2 seconds. All images will be commanded to find the position of 
plate.
  
 
 
Fig.4. The process of the system 
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The complete image will have plate on it then such image will be sent to module to compare with the 
data in database. The database has already stored the size of plates and the distances between the cars.  
Output will be obtained from data comparison in database then display the result of the distance 
between the cars. With the limited data, some images will not have the distance between the cars. 
 
Fig. 5. Flow chart over all process 
 
 
Fig. 6.  Illustration of Program Operation 
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4. Conclusion 
Are presented in this document is one way of measuring the movement of cars by the use of images to 
be processed for the desired effect. They also have defects in the clear. Or degrees of visual angle. As 
well as the integrity of the images in the database compared with. The obtained result will show the 
distance value between the cars only. The accident preventing section shall have the warning system to 
inform the drivers about this event by any easier warning, for example, cap light or alert sound, etc.The 
result of plate license recognition obtained from this project is also applied in car tracking to find the real 
owner of each car in order to prevent car robbery.Overall, the presentation in this document is only a 
concept and presentation of a preliminary stage. It requires a functional test of the device, some method 
contents and some steps of machine working need to be improved. These problems had been solved in the 
experiment.

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